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ABOUT
ONYXTOKEN
Onyx Token was founded as a community driven token
aimed to our beloved cat friends and fans. ONYX used
the Binance Smart Chain as the Blockchain network for
launch. This will enable the community and users to buy
the token with a low fee and trade the token on one of
the most popular networks.
To provide you with utilities that are necessary to ensure
long-term goals, ONYX will be able to provide you with
staking, NFTs and an open-world game that is driven by
cats. We have several milestones defined in the roadmap
and together with you, we will achieve each step and
enable a deep-dive into the metaverse gaming community.

www.onyxtoken.net

t.me/ProjectOnyx

OnyxTokenBSC

OnyxTokenBSC

DISCLAIMER
The contents on this site are for informational purposes only and does not
constitute to any financial, accounting or legal advice. All investments are
done at your own risk and research. Token Developers and creators do not
hold any responsibility or liability for your investments. ONYX makes no promi
promises and is not responsible for any losses or errors. Do your own research and
use at your own risk.

CONTRACT FEATURES
The token will be issued on the Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) with the following network details:
Ticker: (ONYX)
Contract Address: 0xbc45edd4b1d3bc9aa665232055cbddae64ef503e
Decimals: 18

Buy and Sell Tax
Total Buy Tax:
Total Sell Tax:

Happy Hour:

5% with the following distribution (Marketing 2%, Liquidity 2%, Buyback 1%)
10% with the following distribution ( Marketing 3%, Liquidity 4%,Buyback 3%)
To grow our community and welcome new investors we will occasionally have 0-1% Buy tax.

CONTRACT FEATURES
1

Buyback mechanism: The buyback wallet will assist to
ensure a steady & healthy chart, whenever necessary
(manual)

2

Anti-bot mechanism: A mechanism that will assist the
launch and prevent bots from sniping the contract.

TOKENALLOCATI
ON

GAME CONCEPT
To give you a brief idea on what ONYX will provide, we will
summarize the game concept in this chapter. This chapter
will with time be extended so you as a gamer or investor
can see what is being developed.
ONYX is planning to develop an open-world game with 7
continents, that will be developed in Unreal Engine 4, which
allows for high quality graphics and an amazing gaming
experience. The game will feature a multitude of NFTs in
form of playable characters, wearable armours and other
usable inventory items. The character swill be customizable
with six different battle classes and players will be able to
navigate through missions. This will lead to gaining experience points, level up, unlock new parts of the map and
strengthen your character by acquiring weapons, armour
and supporting items. In the starting phase players will be
able to play in different arenas and learn about the gaming
mode inside the open world.
ONYX ultimately aims to provide players with the opportunity to earn money whilst enjoying the graphics and the multi-functions of the open-world game. This game will allow
you to enjoy a Play2Earn game that will tap into the vast
world of the metaverse.

